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SUMMARY
This report describes and applies se%eral the)retical methods for pre-
dicting the aerodynamic heating of blunt reentry bodies. The results of
these various prediction methods are compared with the experimental heat
rates inferred from flight-test data. The data used in this report were
obtained from two flights of the Air Force X-17 Reentry Test Vehicle. The
results of the present study taken together with the Mark 2 results pre-
viously reported constitute the completion of the study on reentry heat
transfer funded by NASA under Contract NAS7-216.
The methods employed in the smoothing and reduction of the measured
temperature-time data are described in detail.
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AN EVALUATION OF FREE-FLIGHT TEST DATA FOR AERODYNAMIC HEATING
FROM LAMINARj TURBULENT_ AND TRANSITIONAL BOUNDARY LAYERS (U)
PART II - THE X-17 REEN_.RY BODY (U)
i. INTRODUCTION
i.i General
This report, together with Reference i, constitutes the completion
of work funded by the NASA under Contract NAS7-216 titled, "Evaluation
of Free Flight Test Data for Aerodynamic Heating from Laminar, Turbulent,
and Transitional Boundary Layers."
The purposes of this study were:
(i) To assess the adequacy of data obtained from flight test vehicles
for the verification of theoretical predictions.
(2) To establish confidence in existing laminar boundary-layer heat-
transfer prediction methods.
(3) To determine which, if any, of the available techniques for the
prediction of heat transfer from turbulent boundary layers is adequate.
(4) To develop an empirical procedure for the estimation of heat
transfer from transitional boundary layers.
In Reference i, two flights of the Air Force Mark 2 reentry vehicle
were considered. In this report, two flights of the Lozkheed designed
Air Force X-17 reentry test vehicle are considered. The results of both
investigations are compared in this report to ascertain overall behavioral
patterns consistent with each test. _
As was noted in Reference i, the present authors have several advan-
tages over the original investigators. Principal among these advantages
was the passage of time and the concomitant advance of reentry technology
since these data were originally considered. In the last 8 years, sig-
nificant strides have been made in the prediction of heating from laminar
boundary layers, the prediction of the transport properties of air at
high temperatures, and the analytical determination of inviscid flow fields.
The present study embodies most of these advances in an effort to fulfill
the purposes noted above.
It was established in Reference 1 that the existing stagnation point
and laminar boundary-layer heating theories were adequate to predict aero-
dynamic heating to reentry vehicles with er,cry velocities of the order of
14,000 ft/sec. The principal purpose of this phase of investigation
1966010795-012
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(i.e., the X-17 vehicles) was to establish the accuracy of turbulent
boundary-layer heating predictions. It was believed that the character
of the trajectory, powered reentry (M = 12 at 40,000 feet) would insure
i a fully developed turbulent boundary layer over substantial portions of
the body. This belief was reinforced by References 2 and 3 which compared
theeretical and measured heating-rate histories at several points on the
R-2 and R-9 vehicles. The present investigation, which relies on a dimen-
sionless data presentation to establish boundary-layer transition, indi-
i cates, however, that, although boundary-layer transition occurs over sub-
stantial portions of the vehicle, a fully developed turbulent boundary
layer did not occur in the X-17 reentry bodies.
1.2 Organization of Report
'i The order of presentation of this report follows, in general, the
chronological order of the work accomplished during this study.
In Section 2, the reentry vehicle configuration, instrumentation,
and trajectories are described. In Section 3, the method used to evaluate
the inviscid flow field is discussed, and the prediction methods for heat
transfer from laminar, transitional, and turbulent boundary layers are
described. Section 4 compares the experimental results with the predic-
tions discussed in Section 3. Finally, in Section 5, the results of this
- phase of the study are summarized and general conclusions and recommenda-
tions are presented.
_ 2. DESCRIPTION OF VEHICLES AND TRAJECTORIES
| 2.1 General
The X-17 entry vehicles were experimental reentry test vehicles
designed and built by Lockheed Missile Systems Division under contract
| to the United States Air Force. The purpose of the Lockheed study was
to obtain data to aid in the design and development ef reentry bodies for
long range ballistic missiles.
The vehicle was powered by a three-stage solid-propellant rocket.
>
The first stage of this configuration was used to lift the vehicle from
, the launch site to a nominal altitude of 400,000 feet. Subsequent to
first-stage burnout, the vehicles followed an essentially elliptic trajec-
tory to atmospheric entry. The vehicle was permitted to coast down to an
" altitude of 90,000 to 70,000 feet at which point the second stage was
1966010795-013
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fired. The second-stage motor accelerated the vehicle from a speed of
about 5000 feet per second to about 9500 feet per second. After _econd-
stage separation, the third stage was fired, bringing the speed up to
about 13,000 feet per second at an altitude of 40,000 feet. The trajectory
parameters used in this study are presented in Figures 1 and 2.
2.2 R-2 and R-9 Reentry Bodies
The X-17 R-2 and R-9 reentry bodies were 9-inch-diameter copper
hemispheres with a 3-1/2-inch-long cylindrical afterbody. The wall thick-
ness was a constant 0.625 inch except at the aft end of the cylinder where
there is a step to accommodate the fastening of a telemetry can. F_gure 3
shows the R-2 and R-9 heat-sink configurations together with the instru-
, mentation locations. Each of these vehicles carried 23 chromel-alumel
thermcouples and 3 Ultradyne pressure gages. Thermocouple data wez_ com-
mutated and transmitted on a single channel of telemetry. The sampling
rate for each thermocouple was about i0 sa_les per second.
Thermocouples of the R-2 and R-9 reentry bodies were installed at
the locat_or, s noted in Figure i. The installation technique, as described
in Reference 2, was, "The thermocouple wires were encased in a copper
sheath which was filled with aluminum oxide to insulate the wires. The
outside diameter of the sheath was nominally 0.040 inch. One end of the
sheath was dressed down, exposing the thermocouple wires. This end of
the sheath was inserted into a hole drilled in a small copper plug. At
the bottom of the hole, there was a small amount of high-melting-point
silver solder. The plug was then heated until the silver solder melted
and formed an electrical contact between the exposed ends of the thermo-
couple wire.
"The installation was completed by machining the plug in which the
thermocouple was mounted and inserting it to a predetermined depth into
a hole drilled into the nose cone. The plug was machined oversize and
cooled in liquid nitrogen before insertion into the nose. The surface
of the ose cone was machine finished and polished."
2.2.1 Surface finish
The R-2 vehicle surface finish was polished copper with a measured
RMS roughness of the order of 2 microinches. This finish was obtained by
polishing with a i/4-micron diamond compound.
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The R-9 vehicle surface finish was 0.006 nickel plate over Cuprovac Ecopper with the nickel plate polished to a nominal 1 microinch RMS rough-
ness. A roughness patch of 30 microinch RMS roughness was installed over
, a secondary thermocouple run (thermocouples N through S).
3. PREDICTION M_THODS
3.1 Inviscid Flow Fields
I In general, the prediction methods employed in this study are identi-
" cal with those of Reference i, the single exception being the prediction
_. of the inviscid flow field. Since the configurations considered in the
-!
?_esent study are both hemispherically capped cylinders, the problem of
obtaining the flow field parameters is ideally suited to attack by indirect
i flow field computational methods.
The technique employed in this study was the equilibrium real-gas
indirect solution of Reference 5. This solution uses the Fuller method
J
,!. for the subsonic flow regime coupled to a method of characteristics solu-
tion in the supersonic flow regime. The equilibrium real-gas properties
i of Hilsenrath and Beckett are used.
Figure 4 compares the computed pressure distribution for a hemisphere-
c,-linder at M = 4, 8, and 12 with the matched Newtonian-Prandtl-Meyer
I distribution and with unpublished wind tunnel data at M = 4 and 8.08.
As may be seen, it is difficult to distinguish the relative accuracy of
i the results in this presentation. Figure 5 presents the stagnation-point
velocity gradient parameter as a function of shock density ratio. As can
be noted, this form of presentation tends to amplify the disparities
I between the various theories. It can be seen that the two computer solu-
tions, that is, References 1 and 5, are in excellent agreement while the
Newtonian method is uniformly low. The authors have employed in this
study the method of Reference 5, which has a strong theoretical base,
since existing published results of measured stagnation-point velocity|
' gradient are not sufficiently precise to permit itl0 percent discrimination.
>
3.2 Stagnation-Point HeatingTwo theories for predicting convective heating to an axisymmetric
stagnation point were considered in this study. These are the theories
1
- of Fay and Riddell, Reference 7, and of Hoshizaki, Reference 8.
|
i
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The stagnation-point heating relation of Reference 7
O. 76 Pw_w e i
qst = prO.eo kp_st / st_st ds
+ (Le °'s2 - i) (Hst - hw) (i)
is a correlation equation derived from numerical integration of the
boundary-layer equations under the assumption of chemical equilibrium. I
The analysis leading to this equation was based on a solution of the
laminar boundary-layer equations in the vicinity of the stagnation point
under the assumption that (i) the viscosity is given by the Sutherland
law, (2) the Prandtl and Lewis numbers are constant through the boundary
layer, and (3) thermal diffusion is small. The first two of these assump-
tions have been examined by Anderson, Reference 9, who essentially dupli-
cated the solution of Reference 7 using the total transport properties
of Hansen, Reference i0, and permitted the variation of the Prandtl and
Lewis numbers across the boundary layer. He found that Equation (i) corre-
lated his numerical results within _15 percent if the partial transport
properties of Hansen 2 were used and the Prandtl and Lewis numbers were
evaluated at the average of their extreme values across the boundary layer.
For correlation purposes, the partial properties were employed. In the
present analysis it was assumed, therefore, that any self-consistent set
of par<ial transport properties can be substituted in Equation (i) without
modification of the form of the equation.
In Reference 8, Hoshizaki also proposes an expression for axisymmetric
stagnation-point heat transfer. The analysis leading to this expression
was essentially the same as for Reference 9, but extended to much higher
velocities. The numerical solutions of the laminar boundary-layer equa-
tions of Hoshizaki are correlated to within +6 percent by the equation
iFrozen chemical reactions in the boundary layer but with equilibrium at
the surface cause the Lewis number exponent in Equation (i) to change
to 0.63.
2The partial specific heat is given as CI = Z xi(C i + R) and the partial
w i
thermal conductivity is that due to molecular collisions, see Refer-
ence i0.
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<UI__4 " hwqst = 1340 - (2)
_Pw_w_st
I over the velocity range 6000 _ _ 45,000 ft/sec and the range of stag-
U
nation pressures 10-s _ Pst ! 10+2 atmospheres. Comparison of Equations
i (i) and (2) using the transport properties of Reference I0 show no signifi-cant difference up to flight velocities of 35,000 ft/sec.
In this study, the stagnation-point heating was predicted using Equa-
tion (i) and the transport properties of Reference ii. This procedure
'i
has been found to be adequate in Reference 12 for entry velocities up to
23,000 ft/sec For these two methods, that is, Fay and Riddell and
"1 "Hoshizaki, differences in peak heating rate of the order of i0 percent
occur. It should be kept in mind that the differences are due solely to
I the use of different transport properties.
3.3 Laminar Boundary-Layer Heating Away from the Stagnation Point
I
, _ Three laminar boundary-layer heat-transfer theories for regimes away
from the stagnation point with air in chemical equilibrium were considered
in the present study. These were the methods of Lees, Reference 13, Kemp,
Rose, and Detra, Reference 14, and the method of Rubesin, Reference 15.
It is interesting to note that all three of these theories can becast into a single form with the coefficients and exponents separately
specified for each theory. Table I presents this form together with the
I appropriate values of the parameters. The equations presented in Table I
have been normalized with respect to their own limit form as s _ 0. In
I application, however, the theory of Fay and Riddell has been used toestablish the stagnation-point heating level. That is to say s only the
variation in the shapes of the heating distribution curves are considered
characteristic of the different theories, the level being established for
all theories by the stagnation-point theory of Fay and Riddell.
i In describing the laminar boundary-layer heat-transfer theories ofLees a d of Kemp, Ros , nd Detra, it is conveni n to consider first the
> earlier work of Cohen and Reshotko, R_ference 16. In this reference, the
authors report the solution of the two-dimensional compressible boundary-
layer equations including the effect of constant wall cooling ratio and
,| constant pressure gradient. Numerical solutions were obtained for a
I Prandtl number of unity and a Chapman-Rubesin constant evaluated from the
I
I
n
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Sutherland viscosity law. A modification of the Stewartson transformation
was applied to reduce the equations to the case of two-dimensional incom-
pressible flow. Tabulated values of the solutions of these incompressible
equations are presented in Reference 16 for various values of the pressure
gradient and heat-transfer parameters.
3.3.1 Method I (Lees, Ref. 13)
Lees noted that, for Prandtl and Lewis numbers equal to unity,
pl± = constant, and a highly cooled wall, the boundary-layer equations for
compressible flow around a blunt axisymmetric body can be reduced to the
incompressible equations of Reference 16 by the introduction of the trans-
formation
s
= f PeUe_e r2 ds
o
Y
@eUe / P--dyq = _ r @e
o
He further makes the physical argument that, since the flow close to the
wall is characterized by a much higher density than that at the boundary-
layer edge, the effect of the externally imposed pressure gradient on the
velocity distribution near the wall is significantly reduced. Under this
argument, he applies the stagnation-point value of the pressure gradient
parameter, (2s/u)(d_/ds), over the entire body. The appropriateness of
this approximation can be seen directly in Figure 9 of Reference 16. The
laminar boundary-layer heat-transfer correlation of Lees is then obtained
by applying the inverse of the transformation noted above to the numeri-
cal results of Reference 16.
3.3.2 Method II (Kemp, Rose, and Detra, Ref. 14)
The laminar boundary-layer heating correlation of Kemp, Rose, and
Detra results from an extension of the work of Cohen and Reshotko to the
case uf nonunity Prandtl number. This represents an extension of the
! stagnation-point results of Fay and Riddell to flow around the body. In
Reference 14, numerical solutions are generated for constant values of
p_
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Pe_e/Pw_w different from unity and for Prandtl number of 0.71. The trans-
formation of Lees noted above is applied to obtain two-dimensional incom-
pressible equations, and the effect of viscous dissipation _s included.
The results are correlated under the assumption of local simila=ity_ that
is, the local heat transfer is related primarily to the local p_:essure
gradient and essentially independent of pressure gradient history.
3.3.3 Method III (Rubesin, Ref. 15)
Since the method of Rubesin is the only one of the three methods con-
sideued which has not been treated in the open literature, a somewhat more
) detailed treatment of this method is given here.
The integral energy equation is derived by integrating the total
energy equation in divergence form with respect to y, to yield
rqw + rPwVw(He - Hw) = d-_-[rdx PeUe(He - Hw)
where the energy thickness F is defined as
= dy
PeUe
o
If we now establish the flat,-plate energy equation for Stanton nu_3er in
terms of a Reynolds number based on F, and substitute this relation in
the above equation, the resulting differential equation is integr_)ie in
closed form for the case of vw = 0 and dHw/dX = 0. The assumption
implicit in this analysis is that _he local heat transfer is a function
of the local energy thickness only since this parameter is the character-
istic dimension of the boundary layer at the point. The resulting expres-
sion is shown in Table I. The effects of compressibility are accounted
for by evaluating the boundary-layer properties at the reference enthalpy
and local pressure. In Reference 16, the reference enthalp) is given for
a laminar boundary layer as
h* = 0.23 h + 0.19 h + 0.58 h
e r w
and in Reference 17 as
1966010795-019
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h* = 0.28 h + 0.22 h + 0.5 h
e r w
The latter form was used in this analysis. The reason for using the Eckert
form of the reference enthalpy was for the convenience of being able to
use a single reference enthalpy for the laminar, turbulent, and transi-
tional boundary layers. The most interesting point of this integral equa-
tion method is the simplicity of the analysis, in that a closed form solu-
tion is obtained, and the excellent agreement noted between the results
of this method and those of the more sophisticated numerical solutions of
Reference 14.
All three of these methods are derived for the flow of air in chemi-
cal equilibrium over a spacewise isothermal surface. In brief, then, one
can state that all the laminar boundary-layer heat-transfer theories yield
essentially the same resu_s when normalized to their own stagnation-point
values.
' The methods of Bromberg, Reference 18, and Vaglio-Laurin, Reference
19, were also considered in the early phases of the program. The method
of Bromberg contains two free parameters which permit matching to stagna-
tion point and zero pressure gradient heating levels. As a result, this
procedure can be forced essentially to reproduce the results previously
computed. The correlation equation of Vaglio-Laurin is similar to that
of Lees except that a coefficient of 0.47 instead of 0.50 is used and the
properties are chosen as
Pr_r = (Pe_e_O.S (Pw_w_O.e
This reference condition is chosen to agree with the results of Fay and
Riddell at the stagnation point.
3.4 Transitional Boundary-Layer Heating
Boundary-layer transition has been the subject of analytical and
experimental investigations for many years and little success with regard
to a universal explanation of the phenomenon has resulted. Reference 20
presents a summary of the results obtained in these studies up to about
1957. Very recently, a revival of interest in boundary-layer transition
has been indicated. The motivation behind this resu_:gence in in=erest in
this phenomenon has been the real:_ation that, for the extremely high
1966010795-020
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convective heating rates associated with atmospheric entry at super satel-
lite velocities, the absence or presence of d transitional or turbulent
boundary layer may well determine the feasibility of a given mission.
In Reference 21, Schubauer and Klebanoff determined experimentally
that for incompressible flow over a flat plate, the distribution of an
intermittency factor, %, in the transition region is closely approximated
by a Gaussian integral curve. The intermittency factor, y, is defined
as the fraction of the time that a point on the wall is covered by a tur-
, bulent boundary layer. In Reference 22, Reynolds, Kays, and Kline made
use of this observation in the prediction of heat transfer to a flat
plate in low-speed flow in a region of known transition. A modification
of their procedure is outlined below.
Following Reference 22, we define
X
_(x) = / P(S) as (3)
J
O
where _(x) is the probability that transition has occurred before x,
and P(s) ds is the probability that transition occurs between s and
s + ds. Since, ultimately the boundary layer is fully turbulent
0@
_(_) = / P(s) as = 1
O
and the location of the average value of the transition point is
C@
f sP(s) ds
= Q = _ sP(s) ds (4)@@ 3
f P(s) ds
o
o
>
If we define q(x,s) as the turbulent heat transfer to a point x, the
distance from the leading edge, from a boundary layer which has undergone
instantaneous transition at a point s, we can sum the contributions of
all such instantaneous transitions as the product of the probability that
the boundary layer is turbulent and the turbulent boundary-layer heating
rate, both evaluated at the point in question. Or, syn_olically
b
i
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x
intermittent turbulent / (x,s)P(s) ds (5) -contribution = qtu£b
o
Similarly, the laminar contribution can be written as (I - _)qlam" The
total heating to the point is then
x
q(x; = (i - _)qlam + i qturb(X's)P(s) ds
o
or, in dimensionless form
x
St(x)Z m = (i - _)Stlam(X)Zla m + i Stturb(X'S)ZturbE(S) ds (6)
o
where
m
2
uh + r -9-- - h
Z= _ 2 w
H - h
e w
From the theory of Rubesin, R_erence 15, we can evaluate the ratio of
heat transfer from a turbulent boundary layer with instantaneo:_s transi-
tion at s to the heat transfer from a boundary layer turbulent from the
stagnation point, obtaining
st(x.s) 1
St(x,o) - Res(Rex io 2 (7)
1 - _----- 1 - 33,9 # " °
Res °.37_
where
, o
for the Eckert form of the reference enthalpy. We note that the numerical
value of the right-hand side of Equation (7) is greater than 1 due to the
fact that the boundary layer is thinner if the finite laminar run is
appropriately accounted for. _,is fact offers a phen_menological
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In order to account for this circumferential conduction, a three-
dimensional conduction program was generated and was used in the R-9 data
reduction. A comparison of the results of this program with the experi-
mental heat rates of Reference 4, indicates that near peak heating the
latter results are high by about 30 percent in the region of no roughness
patch and low by i0 to 20 percent in the vicinity of the roughness patch.
Detailed equations and a description of the input and output of this pro-
gram are treated in Appendix C.
4.3 Stagnation-Point Heating
Figure 12 compares experimental and predicted stagnation-point heating-
rate history for the R-2. The prediction uses the theory of Fay and
Riddell, Reference 7, with the transport properties of Peng and Pindroh,
Reference Ii. Values obtained from both one-dimensional and axisymmetric
data-reduction programs are shown. One point of interest in this figure
' is the seeming anomaly associated with the fact that although the stream-
wise temperature gradient is consistently away from the stagnation point,
see Figure 9, the one-dimensional data reduction indicates consistently
higher heating rates than does the axisymmetric data reduction. This
occurs because the one-dimensional data-reduction program assumes the con-
figuration to be a slab whereas the actual configuration is, because of
the wall thickness, a pie-shaped element and has less heat capacity per
unit surface area than in the slab. Figure 13 presents the one-dimensional
and axisymmetric heating rates for the same flight in which the body curva-
ture effects are appropriately accounted for. It can be seen from these
figures that for the X-17 vehicle errors of the order of 8 to I0 percent
can be introduced by failure to account for body curvature, but that the
axial conduction is not very significant at the stagnation point.
As can be seen from Figure 12, the prediction of experimental heating
rates by the theory of Fay and Riddell is very good, in both level and
time relationships, at times when heating rates are relatively large. The
peak heating point is missed, however, because it occurs exactly half way
between consecutive input points Jn the data-reduction program, and only
linear interpolation is employed in applying the input boundary conditions.
Figure 14 presents similar results for Flight R-9. In this case,
however, the experimental heating rates have been obtained from the three-
dimensional data-reduction program. Again, correlation is good between
predicted and measured heating-rate histories for times 314 _ _ _ 317.5.
p'
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__ explanation of the overshoot noted in many experimental studies of transi-
tion, for example, Reference 23.
In theory, one can now substitute Equation (7) into Equation (6) and
i carry out the integration, taking P(s) as the normal probability distri-
bution. In practice, however, an examination of the qualitative variation
of the two functions of the integrand (see sketch)
I
st(x,s)
St (x,o)
-- S
S
!
indicates that the Theorem of the Mean can be applied with accuracy. The
integral may be evaluated approximately by choosing for the mean value of
I Stturb(X,S) in Equation (6) the following:
x = x3 > _, st(x,_)
x = x2 = _, st(x,_)
x = x < _, st(x,s)1
|
' Thus, the Stanton number at the largest value of P(s) in the interval
of integration is chosen as the appropriate mean value. Application of
this procedure to the data of Reference 22 indicates essential agreement
with the method employed there without introducing the _ictitious tempera-
-_ ture jump of Reference 22. This temperature jump is required to obtain
an equivalence of energy content of the fictitious turbulent boundary
layer from the virtual origin to the transition point with the real
laminar boundary layer from the actual origin to the transition point.
The difference in energy content for a continuity of energy thickness
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arises from a difference in Prandtl number dependence for the laminar an_
turbulent boundary-layer heat-transfer relationships chosen there. If we
let both the laminar and turbulent heat transfer depend on Pr -e/3 th_
need for the fictitious temperature jump of Reference 22 is eliminated.
3.5 Turbulent Boundary-Layer Heat Transfer
Three theories for the prediction of turbulent boundary-layer heat
transfer were considered in detail. These were the method of Rubesin,
Reference 15, the method of Rose, Probstein, and Adams, Reference 24, and
the so-called Bromberg I method of Reference 25. In addition, the method
of Vaglio-Laurin, Reference 26, was examined. All of the methods con-
sidered in detail here are semi-empirical and employ integral solutions.
The general form of the correlation equations for these methods is shown
in Table II. Specific assumptions and details oi the derivations are
treated in the following paragraphs.
3.5.1 Method I (Rubesin)
The derivation of the turbulent boundary-layer heat-transfer theory
of Rubesin follows the same procedure used in the derivation of the lan.inar
boundary-layer theory discussed in Section 3.4. The integral energy equa-
tion alone is considered, and it is assumed that the flat-plate relation
between Stanton number and energy thickness Reynolds number is a universal
correlation. The local Stanton number on an axisymmetric body is taken to
be equal to the Stanton number on a flat plate at a point having equal
energy thickness Reynolds number. As a result of this hypothesis, no
assumptions need be made with regard to velocity or temperature profiles
in the boundary layer. The effects of compressibility are, as in the
laminar case, accounted for by the evaluation of boundary-layer properties
at the reference enthalpy and the local pressure.
3.5.2 Method II (Rose, Probstein, and Adams)
The method of Rose, Probstein, and Adams uses the integral momentum
equation together with the Crocco relation between enthalpy ancl velocity
and the Colburn extension of Reynolds analogy to obtain the relation for
turbulent boundary-layer heat tr-nsfer. The boundary-layer form factor
D*/@ is taken as zero, the Blasius skin-friction law with properties
evaluated at the edge o£ bounaary layer is employed, _nd i/7-power velocity
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dlstribution is assumed. The resulting equation is integrated around the
I
, body to yield the equation shown in Table II. Since the Crocco relation,
as applied in this method, is used only to relate the momentum thickness
to the total boundary-layer thickness and since the boundary-layer pro-
perties in the Blasius skin-friction law are evaluated at edge conditions,
the method accounts for compressibility in some places and not in others.
I The arguments supporting these assumptions are given as follows: "These
conclusions are based on the observations that (i) the major changes in
the fluid properties occur through the laminar sublayer, which transmitsI
the turbulent shear to the wall; (2) the shear is approximately constant
), through the sublayer; and (3) the boundary-layer growth is practically
-!
unaffected by the sublayer, since only a small fraction of the total
momentum is included there." Although the first two of these above state-
i ments are correct, the fact that the large gradients occur in the sublayer
" imposes the requirement that the sublayer contributes to the skin friction
which in turn controls the rate of boundary-layer growth. Thus, eveni
,} though the sublayer does not contribute much to the value of the local
momentum thickness, e, it is very significant in establishing its rate of
growth. Therefore, the sublayer properties should enter the problem but
have been largely eliminated in the details of this method.
3.5.3 Method III (Bromberg I)
The assumptions and procedures employed in this derivation are essen-
tially the same as those of Method II above. Results obtained from inte-
gration of the flat-plate momentum equation using a i/7-power velocity
distribution and the Blasius skin-friction law are introduced into the
integral energy equation by means of Reynolds analogy. The resulting equa-
tion is integrated around the body to yield the turbulent heat-transfer
1 correlation equation.
The method of Vaglio-Laurin is somewhat different in form in that
the Stewartson transformation is used and the Karman-Schoenherr skin-
friction law is applied. This results in the expression
>
De Cf'
I qturb - #st 2 Pr e/s PeUe(Hst - hw)
!
where Cf' is defined by the relationI
!
mR
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Cf + _n .62 rPe_e 0 40Zn
_st r @st_st e r-----o /  cf'/2
in Reference 26, it is recommended that the substitution Pete = (Pete)st
be made. The fluid properties at the wall do not enter the analysis.
This form of the skin-friction law is particularly inconvenient for
engineering applications since tne local, both in time and space, skin-
friction coefficient must be solved for by successive t£ials. Since the
_alues of the skin-friction coefficient predicted by the two theories in
question, that is Blasius and Kar_nan-Schoenherr, are very nearly equal
for the Reynolds numbers considered here Re = 0(107). The additional
, labor involved in computation with Vaglio-Laurin method is not justified.
Re:ults of the three major methods discussed above, that is, Rose,
' et al., Rubesln, and Bromberg, are compared in Reference i. It was found
that significant differences in heating level are predicted by the various
theories. Since flight test experimental ddta for fully developed turbu-
lent boundary layers are lacking, no conclusions can be drawn as to the
relative merit of the several theories.
4. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED RESULTS
4.1 General
In discussing the experimental results, a clear distinction must be
made between the results of Flight R-2 and Flight R-9. Althoug_ the
results of the two flights yield the same qualitative conclusions, the
date from Flight R-2 are far superior to those of Flight R-9. The primary
cause of the poor data quality of the R-9 data is believed to be noisy
telemetry. The argument underlying this assertion is based on a compari-
son of plots of Stanton number versus energy thickness Reynolds number at
constant body station and the same parameters at constant time. These
plots for constant body station exhibit a scatter of the order of _i00 per-
cent while the plots for constant time, in the range 315 _ e _ 319 seconds,
%
! yield comparisons of quality comparable to the R-2 results. This is
! attributed by the present authors to a low signal-to-noise ratio at
e < 315 seconds and the onset of noise prior to telmetry failure at
i > = 319.5 seconds. Figure 6 presents a typical plot of the raw commutated
i telemetry output for thermocouple data. This particular set of data is
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for the stagnation point of Flight R-9. It can be seen from this figure
that the data scatter is of the order of +__40° F. The rather high initial
temperature is the residual of the effect of exit heating. For a descrip-
tion of the data-smoothing technique, see Appendix A.
Figure 7 presents the streamwise temperature distribution at selected
times for the R-2. The large difference in the shape of this distribution
for e = 357 as compared to the earlier times reflects the increased
heating for S/R > 0.5 due to boundary-layer transition.
Figure _ presents the smoothed temperature histories for the body
position S/R = 60 ° on opposite body meridians of Flight R-9, thermo-
I couples G and R. It can be noted immediately that the heating rate and
total heating at thermocouple R is substantially larger than that at
thermocouple G. This asymmetric heating pattern gave rise to the need
for developing a three-dimensional conduction program for analyzing the
data, see Section 4.2.
The comparisons presented in this report are restricted to heat-
transfer data alone, since insufficient pressure data of Flights R-2 and
R-9 were obtained. The heat-transfer results are presented in dimension-
less form, that is, St versus Re F for all body locations except the
stagnation point. Stagnation-point heat-transfer results are presented
as heating-rate histories.
In comparing flight-test hea_-transfer data with theoretical predic-
tions in Reference i, some conceptual difficulty was encountered in pre-
senting Stanton number, a measured quantity, against Ree, a wholly pre-
dicted quantity. In the present report, this difficulty was circumvented,
at least in part, by correlating the measured Stanton number against the
measured energy thickness Reynolds number.
The procedure used to obtain the measured energy thickness Reynolds
number was as follows:
The integral energy equation for no blowing and dHw/dX = 0 can be
written as
> qw dF + _ d (rPeUe)
PeUe(H e - Hw) = dx rPeU e dx
where
PeUe dy
O
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Then,
1 d (r_eUeF)r eUep St = Z dx
where
H - H
Z = rec _.,
H - H
e w
Integrating both sides with respect to x and noting that, for x = O,
r = F = 0,
x
l_!_/ rq PeUe F ReFr_e Hre c - Hw dx = _ =Z_e Z
o
or
x
2JK_ / rq = Re Frue Hrec _ Hw 27 Z
o
We note that the integral on the left-hand side is simply the heat-transfer
coefficient integrated over the body up to the point in question, that is,
x
Re F = Z / CH dA ,,2_r_ e
o
As a result, the inference of CH from the thermocouple data, see Sec-
tion 4.2, provides a direct experimental measure of the energy thickness
Reynolds number. Figure 9 presents the results of this procedure for data
from X-17 Flight R-2, compared with the theory of Rubesin. The flight
conditions for this figure are M = i0 at an altitude of 31,000 feet.
The predictions shown in this figure were obtained, using the real-gas inv
inviscid flow field of Lomax and Inouye, Reference 5, to obtain boundary-
layer-edge conditions. The three predicted lines represent the distribu-
tion of Re F for a completely laminar boundary layer, a completely turbu-
lent boundary layer, and a boundary layer with instantaneous transition
from laminar to fully developed turbulent flow at Re F = 450. As is
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indicated by the comparison, an essentially transitional boundary layer
covers most of the forebody. This conclusions is substantiated by Figure i0
which shows a comparison of measured and predicted streamwise distribution
of heat transfer for the same point of time. It can be seen from this fig-
ure that the body locations S > 0 the heat transfer lies between the
laminar and turbulent boundary-layer predictions. Similar results are
presented in Figure ii for the R-9. The most interesting point to be made
from this figure is that, while the data identified K-I are obviously com-
. pletely laminar, the data identified K-3 which are on the opposite body
meridian and contain the roughness patch show strong effects of boundary-
)
layer transition.
42 Determination of Experimental Heating Rates
The experimental heatipg rates discussed in this report have been
inferred from telemetered temperature histories measured at various points
on the body, see Section 2.2. In order to convert these experimental tem-
perature histories into heating rates, the raw data must be smoothed and
then input to the data reduction program. The data-smoothing procedure
employed for this study is described in Appendix A.
The data-reduction program employed for X-17 Flight R-2 was the axi-
symmetric transient temperature program where the Fourier heat-conduction
equation is solved numerically as is described in Reference i. This pro-
gram employs an explicit finite difference scheme. Temperature-dependent
thermophysical properties, such as thermal conductivity, specific heat,
etc., are accounted for in the analysis. Surface heating rates are computed
from an energy balance which accounts both for conduction normal to and
along the body surface. Circumferential conduction is neglected. The
detailed equations together with a description of the input and output of
this program are treated in Appendix B.
In Reference 4, Tellep and Hoshizaki presented the experimental heat
rates for X-17 Flight R-9, obtained from one- and two-dimensional data
reduction. It was noted from their presentation that heating rates in
>
the areas covered by the roughness patch were as much as a factor of two
larger than those of the circumferentially adjacent thermocouples. It was
believed that, due to the relatively small size of the body, that is,
9-inch diameter, and the 5/8-inch-thick wall, failure to account for cir-
cumferential conduction could introduce significant errors in the inferred
experimental heating rates
1966010795-030
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The latter half of the experimental heating pulse seems to lead the pre-
diction by about 1/2 second. This may be due to faulty data smoothing,but is believed to be attributable to biased telemetry of which more will
be said in Section 4.4.
4.4 Heat-Transfer Correlations
4.4.1 General
Since the primary objective of this study is to examine the corre-
; lation between theoretical predictions and experimental data in the tran-
/
sitional and turbulent flow regimes, it has been found useful to cast the
. results into dimensionless form. Although this form of presentation seems
to have fallen into disrepute in recent years, it does permit the inurLcdiate
identification of fully turbulent boundary layers, whereas the presentation
of heating-rate histories can result in erroneous inferences as to the
nature of the flow. A case in point is Reference 3, in which experimental
heating-rate histories are compared with the laminar boundary-layer heat-
transfer theory of Lees, Reference 13, and the turbulent boundary-layer
heat-transfer theory of Denison, Appendix C of Reference 3. In those
figures, in Reference 3, where the theoretical and experimental turbulent
boundary-layer heating rates are compared the conclusion that the bound-
ary layer is fully turbulent over the latter portion of the heating pulse
is obvious. And, in fact, this conclusions was drawn. When, however,
during the present study, these results were cast into dimensionless form,
St versus ReF, see Figures 15(a) through 15(h), the inescapable conclu-
sion is that the flow is transitional in nature and never reaches fully
developed turbulence as would be indicated by a -0.25 slope of the data.
This conflict of conclusions results primarily from the uncertainties in
the prediction of turbulent boundary-layer heating. It was found in Refer-
ence 1 that differences in predicted heating levels of a factor of 2 can
result from the choice of one or another of the available theories, and
that the choice of one of the lower turbulent theories when compared to
data in a q versus time plot will allow transition data to appear fully
"t
turbulent.
4.4.2 R-2 results
The present results for Flight R-2, Figures 15(a) through 15(h), are
in substantial agreement with the results presented in Reference i, in
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that within the limitations of data quality, the laminar boundary-layer
heating is well correlated by the theory of Fay and Riddell and of Kemp,
et al. In the subsonic flow regime, S/R ! 40o, boundary-layer transition
is initiated in the range 400 ! Re F ! 600 and in the supersonic region
S/R _ 50 ° boundary-layer transition occurs at Re F of approximately 800.
Figures 15(a) through 15(h) present Stanton number normalized with
against energy thickness Reynolds number for constant body station.
This form is more convenient than constant time presentations since in
considering boundary-layer transition the local properties of the boundary
layer are well defined. The parameter I is obtained by casting the
laminar boundary-layer heating theory of Kemp, et al., into Re F form.
This procedure yields
1 _Ws Pw_w
St = p-_ - gw _e--_ 1 + (Le a - I) ReF-I
s
or letting
- Pr _i - gws /
where g_ws/l - gws is evaluated from Equation (31) of Reference 14.
Figure 15(a) shows the dimensionless heating parameter evaluated for
the results obtained from thermocouple B. The scatter in this figure is
of the order of _15 percent with early time data, Re F < 150, showing
rather more scatter. A word of caution is in order here since, due to
the manner in which Re F was obtained, see Section 4.1, a low data point
would tend to shift down and to the left, while a high data point would
shift up and to the right. This behavior will tend to amplify the inherent
data scatter rather than damp it. This disadvantage, however, is believed
by the authors to be outweighed by the facility and directness with which
the boundary-layer flow character can be determined.
r _
m
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Figure 15(b) presents similar results for the 20 ° location fcr thermo-
] couple C and tbermocouple O on the opposite body meridian. These results
are again characterized by 15 to 20 percent scatter with similar increased
i scatter at low values of Re F. Some indication of the onset of boundary-
layer transition is apparent at an Re F of 350 to 400.
Figure 15(c) presents the results for the 30 ° position for thermo-
couple D and thermocouple P on the opposite body meridian. The bulk of
the data indicates _20 percent scatter except for early time. Boundary-
layer transition initiates at Re[, = 500.
Figure 15(d) presents the results for the 40 ° location for thermo-
i couple E and thermocouple Q on the opposite body meridian. Rather severe
!
scatter or more probably bias in the results is indicated at low Re F. It
should be remembered that the lowest value of Re F shown on each plot
represents results early in time, and that these early time results are
consistently overpredicted. Strong boundary-layer transition is indicated
at Re F = 700 and the boundary layer remains transitional.
Figure 15(e) presents the results for the 50 ° position for thermo-
couple F and tl.ermocouple R. These results are similar to those of 15(d)
except that the transition value of Re F was increased to about 800.
Figures 15(f) through 15(h) present the results for the 60 ° , 70 ° , and
80 ° locations and indicate essentially the same behavior insofar as tran-
sitional values of Re F = 800. This behavior is consistent with the
observed increasing stability of supersonic flow with increasing Mach
number. It is interesting to note, however, that while boundary-layer
transition occurs for S/R ! 40o at increasing values of Re F with run
length, these values occur at virtually the same point in time while in
the supersonic regime the aftmost stations appear to undergo transition
first. Thus, the transition point creeps forward until the sonic point
is reached at which point the remainder of the boundary layer goes intoi
transitional flow.
4.4.3 R-9 results
, As was noted in Section 4.1, the scatter in the inferred experimental
heating rates of X-17 Flight R-9 appeared to be substantially greater than
that of Flight R-2. it was found on closer examination that this data
scatter was introduced by the consideration of early time data, _ < 315
seconds, and data acquired during the onset of reentry blackout just prior
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to telemetry failure at e = ?±9.5. By presenting only those data in the
time range 315 < e <_ 318.5 it was found that the results were comparable
in quality with the results of Flight R-2. The principle disadvantage to
this loss of data is the loss of information on boundary-layer transitlon
since, during the time for which reliable d_ta are available, the boundary
layer on the R-9 body was predominantly laminar. Some indication of
boundary-layer transition on thermocouple Ray K-3 is apparent from the 30 °
body station aft to the 70 ° body station. Thermocouple Ray K-4 also indi-
cates boundary-layer transition at the 50 °, 60 ° , and 70 ° loc_tions Since
the roughne._s patch is located over thermocouple Ray K-3 it is felt that _
It
the roughness is a major contributor to the early transition Re F of
approximately 450. The transition on K-4 is believed to be due to lateral
contamination coupled with vehicle roll. This latter cause must be
included since Ray K-2 indicated no comparable transicion.
Figure 16(a) shows the dimensionless heating parameters evaluated
' for the i0 ° bod_ s_ation of Flight R-9. The results indicahe a +15 to
20 percent agreement with laminar boundary-layer theory. These results
are in substantial agreement with the R-2 results and with the d_'-9, of
._,__ Reference i.
Figure 16(b) shows the inferred Stanton numbers for the 20 ° body
station for all four thermocouple rays. There is a rather large scatter
in these results, up to +30 percent, but the theoretical curve splits the
data fairly _;ell. This is to say, the scatter shown is representative of
limitations in instrumentation and not in prediction accuracy.
Figure 16(c) presents essent%ally the same information for the 30 °
location, except that some ina_cation of boundary-layer transition occurs _
l
at Re F of about 300.
Figure 16(d) presents the dimensionless heating results for the 40 °
body location for thermocouples E, M, and P. Again the data show a +30
percent scatter with the initiation of boundary-laye£ transits-on at Re F
of 300 to 350 in the vicinity of the roughness patch, thermocouple P.
Figures 16(e). and 16(f) show the same results for the 50 ° and 60 °
body locations. Three thermocouples are treated for each plot. The _ni-
tiation of boundary-layer transition is indicated at an Re_ of 400 to 500.
Figures 16(g) and 16(h) present the dimensionless heating rates at
the 70 ° and 80 ° locations for the principle thermocouple ray. There is no
roughness patch in this area so that the boundary layer appe_z_ to be
laminar.
i
- |
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The principle conclusion to be drawn from the data of Flight R-9 is
that even a fairly small degree of wall roughness, that is 30 _-in.-rms,
can significantly affect the time and Reynolds number of the onset of
boundary-layer transition.
4.4.4 Boundary-layer transition
, In Section 3.4, a method was presented for the correlation of heat
transfer from a transitional boundary layer. The basic method described
there was expressed in terms of a Reynolds number based on a length of run
along a flat plate. In Reference 1 and in the present study, it is neces-
sary to account for the effects of pressure gradient and for the fact that
the present configurations are axisymmetric. Consistent with the hypothe-
sis of Reference 15, it was assumed that a local boundary-layer thickness
should be used as the characteristic dimension in the transitional corre-
latior. In Reference i, the argument was made that, since the original
Gaussian distribution of intermittency was determined as a function of x
in Reference 21, and since a unique relation between x and e exists
l
only for a laminar boundary layer, the predicted laminar values of Re_
should be used in the correlation. Since, however, the dimensionless _eat-
ing results in this study were correlated against Re F inferred from
measurements, an attempt was made to correlate the transitional heating
with this parameter. This procedure was met with a noteworthy lack of
success since the one-to-one correspondence between F and x was lost
in using the transitional Re F. As a result, the procedures followed in
Reference 1 were again employed here.
Equation (6) of Section 3.4 can be recast in terms of Re G as
St = (I - _)Stla m + _ Stturb (8)
whe re
Re02 - Re_ 2
_ = { + { erf Re 0 (9)
> u
\
The correlation of transitional boundary-layer heating resulting from
this technique is shown in Figure ]7 for the R-2 vehicle. As may be noted,
the results of this procedure are in substantial agreement with the data.
%
No R-9 results are shown since due to telemetry failure most of the R-9
transition data were lost.
m
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The transitional correlation curves were obtained by least square
fitting Equations (8) and (9) _o the experimental data. This fitting pro-
cess was carried out, as in Reference i, by adjusting the two free param-
The values of Re_ and Ree found in Figure 17ete_:s Re_ and Re_0. 0
are plotted in Figure 18. Again, as in Reference i, it was found that
Redo can be xepresented as a linear function of Re[ and in fact the
same linear function as was employed in Reference i, that is,
Re e = 0.649 Re_ + 27
0
Figure 19 presents a comparison of the present results, for the rela-
tion between Re_ and hJHst , with the results of Reference i. The
results of this study are consistent with those of Reference i; ho%_ever,
the implication of Figure ]9 are somewhat difficult to assess. A conclu-
sion one might draw, as in Reference i, is that for hJH s _ 0.i, further
cooling will result in virtually infinite boundary-layer stability. It
should be noted, however, that all four of these vehicles had very well
controlled surface finishes. Alternatively_ and more rationally, one
could conclude that there are more parameters to the problem thdn are
represented in Figure 19, a partial list of which may be found in Refer-
ence 20. One conclusion which can be drawn is that for the present data
and those of Reference i, there is no indication of the transition reversal
noted in References 27 through 29.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Conclusions
The conclusions to be drawn from the present study are, in the main,
the same as those drawn in Reference i, that is
(i) Stagnation-point heating, for entry velocities considered here,
are adequately predicted from the theory of Fay and Riddell using the
transport properties of Peng and Pindroh.
(2) The distribution of laminar boundary-layer heating is adequately
predicted by the theory of Kemp, Rose, and Detra.
(3) The proposed transitional heating correlation has been substan-
tiated experimentally.
In addition to these conclusions, the present study has increased the
empirical base of the transitional boundary-layer heating correlation
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developed in Reference I, and, possibly most important, pointed up the
danger of assuming that any nonlaminar boundary layer is a turbulent
boundary layer. This last conclusion, it is hoped, _ill focus attention
on the fact that transitional boundary layers can exist over extensive
regions of a reentry body for significant fractions of the heating pulse.
The question of which of the available theories for turbulent boundary-
layer heat transfer is best remains unresolved.
; 5.2 Recommendations
!
Taking the last item first, it is most important that some considera-
tion be given to the turbulent boundary-layer problem. Since the present
results indicate some of the pzoblems associated with determlnlng the
existence of turbulent boundary layers in the reentry environment, it
would seem fraitful to consider data obtained from high performance air-
craft such as the X-15 and the XB-70. Not only do such vehicles have
large characteristic lengths , but they have capability of carrying on-
board recorders which yield much "cleaner" data.
The last recommendation to be made is with regard to the transitional
boundary-layer heating correlation. While the present study has supported
both qualitatively and quantitatively the results of Reference i, the
extablishment of this correlation as a design tool will require a substan-
tial amount of empirical verification. In particular, the effects of sur-
face roughness should be considered since, in the present study, telemetry
failure on Flight R-9 effectively lost all the transitional and turbulent
boundary-layer data expected from that flight.
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APPENDIX A
DATA SMOOTHING
A.I INTRODUCTION
The method developed and applied heze for the smoothing of raw
digitized data can be described as an aid to hand fai_ing. This method
differs from the more commonly used "walking polynomial" methods pri-
marily in the choice of the number of data points to be considered at
each step. The assumptions underlying the procedure described here are,
as noted in Section 3.2:
(I) Errors in the data are random in nature, that is, there is no
bias in the system.
(2) The actual temperature history is smooth and continuous in value
and in first derivative.
(3) The error in any given thermocoup)e is bounded by a fixed per-
centage of the instrument range.
In developing the present method it is argued that one cannot distinguish
a change in signal level between data points which differ by less than the
magnitude of the scatter band appropriate to the instr_:ment in question.
By inspection of a complete data trace one can assign a scatter band
as a definite percentege of the instrument range° Assuming that this
scatter band is independent of the reading level the _ccuracy of the daea
i with respect to the true temperature can be no better than _ mR/T, where '
q is the scatter band in percent, R the range of the instrument, and T
the t_ue temperature.
In applying this technique to flight-test data, one takes the initial --
data point, R_, and considers all the succeeding points lying within the
band R i _ qR. The arithmetic average of these points is taken as being
characteristic of the entire sample. This process is repeated sequentially
until all the data points have been considered. The average Dolnts are
then used in drawing a hand-faired cvrve _epresenting the smoothed data.
This curve is then differenced to obtain a table of first derivatives and
a hand smoothing operation is again applied. This latter smoothinq opera-
tion, in general, requires only small changes in th_ difference table to
obtain the desired results, that is, the change in temperature differences
required for smoothness is << _R. A new smooth-data cur%_ is obtained
%
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and compared with the original data. If no anomalies are noted this curve
is used as input to the data-reduction program.
In order to check the relative accuracy of this method a fictitious
temperature history was constructed. This temperature history of the form
T - T = 1.2 e2 - 0.016 _3
O
was used as a base about which "data" were scattered using a table or ran-
dom numbers. An instrument range of 1500 ° with a _8 percent scatter band
was assumed, the sampling rate was taken as 1 point per second.
Three smoothing procedures were applied to these data. The first of
these methods simply fit a least squares cubic to all the data, the second
method used a least squares 7-point walking polynomial to generate average
points which were fit by a least squares cubic, and the third method was
that described here with the results fit by a least squares cubic. Fig-
ure A-I shows the original analytic curve and the various curve fits to
the data. This figure can be used only to indicate the relative accuracy
of the various smoothing procedures since the results of each of these
methods was required to have the same form as the original input.
It can be noted that the present method agrees, both in slope and
level, with the original analytical form from time zero up to about time
equals 38 seconds, or somewhat past peak heating. Subsequent to this
time all three methods tend to underpredict the original curve. After
this time the results become increasingly questionable. It can be seen
that the method applied here is, in general, better than the other
methods considered.
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APPENDIX B
AXISYMMETRIC TRANSIENT-TEMPERATURE, VARIABLE
THERMAL-PROPERTY CONDUCTION PROGRAM
I
B.I INTRODUCTION
This appendix a transient-temperature,
describes numerical variable
thermal-property conduction program for two-dimensi_al or axisymmetriz
geometries and thermal boundary conditions. The numerical solution of the
' energy equation described here was programed for use on an IBM 7094 digi-
!, tal computer and was employed in all nose shield data reduction described
I in the body of this report. The energy equation that is solved is basic-
ally an explicit, finite difference formulation in which finite nodal
I volumes are considered and an energy balance is achieved at each node inthe computational program. The flow of heat to or from a node by conduc-
tion during a step forward in time is calculated using distance-averaged
I resistances in which thermal conductivities are evaluated at the current
temperatures of the node in question and the surrounding nodes that influ-
| ence the node being considered. The thermal capacity of the nodal volume
| being considered is also evaluated at the current temperature during a
forward step in time. Thus, the solution considers both the effects of
I time and variations of the properties.
space
The program has two options: In Option One, temperatures within a
I structure are calculated from prescribed heating boundary conditions; inOption Two, the internal temperatures and heating boundary conditions are
determined from prescribed temperature histories at points in the structure.
The followed in and the and
procedures contructing using program cer-
tain limitations in the program are described in the following two sec-
I tions. First, the required geometrical input is given, the internal com-putation of nodel volumes and conduction path lenghts described, and the
thermal-property inputs indicated. Next the boundar_ condition forms
i_ utilized are given. Finally, the conduction equation solution is described.
>
B.2 CONDUCTION PROGRAM
B.2.1 Geometry and Internal Conduction Parameters
,_ The conduction network is axisymmetric and is restricted to a quadri-
I lateral nodal network. Elemental box corner r and z coordinates are
1
1
n
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specified as input. Associated with nodal box is a nodal point, or node.
Nodal r and z coordinates may or may not be specified. If they are
not specified, the node is placed in the geometric center of the box. The
nodal box corners and nodes are specified by unique m and n numbers.
The m and n network does not have to be oriented in any particular
fashion with respect to the r and z axes. The nouation employed for
the characterization of various nodal parameters is shown in Figure B.I.
Geometrical parameters required for the conduction solution are com_uted
from the input deta.
The path lenghts between the nodes and the sides of the nodal box
are computed as follows:
i<rc,m, + rc,m+l, n _2Lm,n,A = 2 - rN,m,n
+ c_m,n c_m+l_n
2 - zN (B.I)
,m,n
[_ rclm+1'n + rc'm+l n+_ rN, n_ 2
L = , -
m_n,B 2 m,
+ c.m+a,n 2 c.m+_.n+_ _ ZN, m,n (B.2)
rc,m+l,n+l + rc, m.n+l _eLm,n,C = 2 - rN,m,n
i/2
+ < zc'm+i'n+l +zc'm'n+12 - ZN,m, n_e I (B.3)
, Lm, n,D = 2 - m,n
+ c.m.n+_. .m.n (B.4)
- ZN,m, n
where the leading subscript N denotes thenodal coordinate, and the lead-
ing subscript c denotes the corner coordinate as indicated in Figure B.I.
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i
where the leading subscript N denotes the nodal coordinate_ and the lead-
i ing subscript c denotes the corner coordinate as indicated in Figure B.I.
As shown in Figure B.I, the path lenghts between nodes are taken as
the sum of the path lenghts between each node and the midpoint of the line
separating the two nodes. This must be kept in mind when the option to
specify the location of a nodes is exercised.
i _e areas on the sides of the nodal box are then computed.
Am,n,A = _ rc,m_n + rc_m+l,n c_m+l_n - rc,m_n
!i + _ -z ) (B.5)c_m+l_n c_m,n
(re, m }[( )2
j = 7 +r r - r
Am,n,B ,n c,m_n+l c,m_n+l c,m_n
i/2
<
,__ + Zc_m_n+ 1 Zc_m_n
The areas on the other sides of the nodal box are computed when the areas
for the adjacentnodes are computed.
I _e volume of the elemental box is then computed.
| V =_ {z [rc,m,n (r - rc n)m,n c,m,n c_m_n+l ,m+l.,
c_3n+l c_m+l ,n
| + Zc_m+l_n [rc_m+l,n (rc_m_n - rc_m+1_n+_)
. + re _ re ]
c,m,n c,m+l ,n+l
+ Zc,m+l,n+1 [rc,m+i,n+1 (rc,m+i n - rc )• , ,m,n+l
" + r2 - r2 lc,m+l ,n c_m,n+l
r + Zc,m,n+l [rc,m,n+_ (rc,m+l,n+l - rc_m,n) .
' }}+ re - re ] (B.7)c3m+l ,n+l c,m,n
!
i
i
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The above equations for the path lengths, nodal box areas, and volumes
are emp]oyed for determining thermal resistance between nodes, heated areas
of nodes, and thermal capacities of nodes.
The thermal resistance between n_es and the thermal capacity of the
nodes are calculated each time interval from the material properties of
the node corresponding to its temperature at that time. The material pro-
perties (density p, specific heat c, conductivity k, and emissivity _)
are input as table look-up functions of temperature. Fifteen temperature
entries are available for each of the none material property tables.
Linear interpolation is employed for material property determination at
temperatures intermediate to those tabulated. Constant thermal contact
resistances may be specified between any two nodes. Nodal capacities and
resistances are calculated as follows:
Cm,n, 8 = Pm,n,SCm,n,sVm, n (B.8)
1 (km, n'C + Lm,n+l,A + IR B> (B. 9 )Rm,n,A,8 - A k 8 m,n,m,n+l,A \ m,n,8
1 (LmlnIB + Lm+lln_D + iR _ (B.10)Rm'n'B'8 - Am+l,n,B \ m,n_8 k , ,8 m,n,A
The resistances on the other two sides of the nodal box are caiculated
when the quantities for the adjacent nodes are calculated. ,
B.2.2 Boundary Conditions
The heating boundary conditions are of two types: Option One deter-
mines nodal temperatures from prescribed convection coefficients and
recovery enthalpies, and Option Two determines internal temperatures and
net heating rates from prescribed temperature histories.
For Option One, any of the nodes may be heated accordin9 to the
re lat ion
: Qnet - Qconv - Qrad (B.II)
i where
i
Q = qAQ
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and AQ is the area of the side of the node which is heated, that is,side i, 2, 3, or 4 as shown in Figure B.I. Only one of the four sides
of a nodel box may be heated. Dividing Equation (B.II) by AQ yields
I
" qnet - qconv - qrad
I and expanding,
qnet = Kh (I r - IW)- _E (Tw4 "" TS4 ) (B.12)
4
The input consists of specifying the radiation sink temperature TS, and,
I for each heated node, the constant K, a table number which lists the con-vection heat-transfer coefficient h, and recovery enthalpy I as func-r
tions of time e, a table number which gives the wall enthalpy Iw as a
i function of temperature TW, a from which the
wall and material number
emissivity 6 is determined as a function of the nodal temperature. The
I constant K is useful when the convection coefficient varies by a constant
, between heated nodes. The program allows up to 20 tables of h and I
r
versus e, each of which may have as many as 50 entries. There may be
!
either 1 or 2 different variations of wall enthalpy with temperature, eachI
table having as many as 15 entries. Linear interpolation is employed in
all tables.
I -The input data required for Option Two is identical to that for
Option One with the exception that the convection coefficient history
(h versus e) is replaced with a temperature history (T versus e) fo_ each
heated node. Since there is a maximum of 20 such tables, Option Two is
restricted to 20 heated nodes.
B.2.3 Conduction Solution
The conduction solution is an explicit finite difference formulation
of the type often employed for transient heat-conduction analysis. The
| temperature of node m,n at time e' (Tm,n,e,) is obtained by applica-
tion of the finite difference energy balance and rate equations to the
>
f finite nodel volume. Solving for Tm,n,e, , one obtains
!
I
!
m
Q
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I Tm+l_n,_ Tm n+l 8 Tm-ljnjS_Tm,n, 8, = qnet,SAQ + Rm,n,B, e + Rm,n,A, 8 + Rm_i,n,B, 8
Tm*n-l-_-9-- - T < 1 1+ Rm,n_l,A, 8 m,n_e Rm, +n_B,8 Rm,n,A,e
1 + 1 _] A8 +T (B.13)
+ Rm_l,n,B, 8 Rm,n__,A,S/j Cm,n, e m,n,8
B.2.4 Stability
There are two options available for specification of the time incre-
ment employed in the conduction solution. A constant time step can be
specified for use throughout the computation. This eliminates internal
calculation of the time increment required for stable computation in
cases where this can be determined accurately by independent means as,
for example, when constant thermal properties are employed. If this
option is not employed, an internal computation is made to determine the
allowable time step for stable computation for all nodes in the net or
for the particular set of nodes specified in input. In other words, it
may be possible to identify the nodal volumes that limit the time incre-
ment for stable computation - in particular those with small capacity and
resistance - during the construction of the net and thus avoid the time
increment calculation for allnodes in the net. When this is not possible,
the stability calculation is made for each node and the smallest resulting
allowable time step used in proceeding through the next step in the con-
duction solution.
The stability criterion used in the program is based simply on the
_ requirement that the influence of the present temperature of a node on
the future temperature of that node must be positive. This then gives
i the two-dimensional analog of the familiar Fourier modulus limit for one-
._ dimensional conduction. For an internal node, that is, one that is not
!. heated by convection or radiation, the expression for future temperature
!
can be written, from Equation (B.13), as
:!
!
!
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1 i iCTm,n, e, = _ Rm "" + +. n,B,e Rm,n,A,e Rm-z,n,B,e
1 _ _0 ] T 0 +_m+_n.0+ Rm,n_z,A, _ Cm,n, @ m,n, \ m,n,B,e
T Tmj )
Tm,n+z_0 + m-zjn,0 + n-z,0 L0 (B.14)
+ Rm,n,A, e Rm-l,n,B,e Rm,n-l,A,@ Cm,n,e
The stability requirement for internal nodes is, thus,
J c
m_n,e
1 1 l ' l (s.15)
+ + +
Rm,n,A,e Rm,n,B,@ Rm,n-1,A,e Rm-l,n,B,@
Upon reduction to an expression in terms of path lengths and constant ther-
mal properties this reproduces the familiar requirement of a Fourier
modulus less than one-half for stable internal computation. For heated
nodes, the boundary stability requirement is obtained from the coefficient
of Tn,n, _ given by Equation (B.13) and, in essence, requires that the
term
w >+ _E T sAQ Tm,n, 0 m,n,O t
be added to the denominator of Equation (B.15). Since, in general,
I_Tm,n, 0 _ 0.5 for most gases and nodal locations near a heated surface,
this quantity is replaced by 0.5 in the determination of permissible time
steps from surface heating conditions. It is recognized that this sur-
face criterion will not, in general, insure that computation and round-
off errors introduced at the surface will not grow in time, particularly
if the term representing radiation from the surface is large. Conse-
quently, an arbitrary multiplier, q, less than unity can be specified as
input to reduce the permissible time step from that given by the stability
; criterion alone and the final general expression for the allowable com-
putational time step is written as
I CmlnI0 ( _ )I
A8 =, q 1 +R 1 + 1 + 1 +AQ 0.5Kh + oET
Rm,n,A,8 m,n,B,e Rm-z,n,B,@ Rm,n-l,A_@ _n_e
(B.16)
i
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Notes: i. E denotes thermal contact resistance locations.
2. Nun_ers in circles denote sides to be heated.
Figure B-I.- General nodal orientation and description of nodal
parameters.
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IAPPENDIX C
THREE-DIMENSIONAL CONDUCTION PROGRAM
The principle difference betweer the X-17 R-2 and R-9 configurations
was the addition to the R-9 of a nominal 30 w-in. roughness patch installed
over the secondary thermocouple run. The addition of this roughness patch
was sufficient to cause early boundary-layer transition on that side of
the body and resulted in a strongly asymmetric circumferential distribution
of heat transfer. Due to the relatively thick highly conductive wall, it
became necessary to account for heat conduction in the circumferential
direction as well as that normal to, and along the body surface. It was
for this reason that the present program was written.
The diffusion equation, in general curviline_r coordinates, is written
where the coordinate metrics hl, h2, and h s are defined by the relation
2 dx 2 + h 2 e d¢2ds2 = hl 2 dy2 + h3
In the natural coordinate system, see sketch, this becomes
ds2 = (i- _x y_ 2 dx 2 + dy 2 + r2 de a
from which
h 1 - d__= x y
h_" 1
and
; h3 = r
where x, y, and _ are a locally orthogonal right handed coordinate
system.
n
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,t
r
Assuming constant thermal properties and letting _ = d_/dx, the diffusion
equation becomes
with the six boundary conditions
at x = 0 _x = _T(y'_'e)_x !
_/-=0
x = 0 _x
This later condition while not generally true is applicable to R-2 and R-9
data (see Refs. 3 and 4)
at y = 0 T = T(x,_,e)
L
y= -0 _= 0
and the initial condition
T = T(x,y,*,0)
Since the configuration under consideration is a hemisphere cylinder,
the additional simplification
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0 < x < r__& 1
-- --2 _ = R
_R
was incorporated.
These equations were cast into a modified central difference formula-
tion, and a so-called "marching" solution carried out.
The R-9 data reduction was carried out with a 400-node network, 4 rays
of i0 nodes each located at 90 ° increments circumferentiallywith i0 nodes
in depth for each surface node. Temperature histories for each surface
node were prescribed from thermocouple data and an initial constant tem-
perature body was assumed.
Output from this program yields the temperatures of each of the 400
nodal points as a function of time, and external heating rates to each of
the 40 surface nodes. The external heating rate is computed from the
relation
5
= - kjAj
qi pCpVi _ i l ]
I
I
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